FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

D&M Plastics Provides Precision Solutions for Medical Industry
BURLINGTON, IL (OCT. 15, 2015) -- In an industry as exacting as the
production of medical devices, demand for perfection is high. D&M Plastics
specializes in tight-tolerance precision parts for the medical and electronics
industries. The company’s long-standing external defect rate of 17-PPM’s is 10times less than the industry average, and D&M was the first U.S. full-service
turnkey manufacturer awarded ISO-certification in 1993. D&M will bring their
precision contract manufacturing prowess to MedTech World’s MD&M show,
November 4-5, 2015 at the Minneapolis Convention Center, Minneapolis, MN,
Booth #1263.
Precision is paramount to President Peyton “Chip” Owen, who describes D&M as
a ‘technology company’ saying, “We’re able to work with customers at the
concept stage of production by offering them an innovative and sophisticated
manufacturing solution that is highly-engineered, and based on technology.”
D&M added the expertise of Sales and Marketing Manager Marc Jaker to their
team earlier this year, in a move that has further enhances the company’s ability
to meet and exceed the rigorous production standards which the medical device
industry demands. An industry veteran with more than 35 years experience in
medical and specialty product development and technical sales, Mr. Jaker holds
many U.S. and E.U. Patents as well as FDA 510K Medical Device approvals. He
calls D&M’s PPM rate, ‘statistically flawless.’ Jaker will join the D&M team at
Booth #1263 at the Minneapolis show, and invites customers looking for a
solution to a complex manufacturing problem to bring their challenges to the
D&M team.
Since its founding in 1972, D&M Plastics has provided its customers a
comprehensive guarantee of quality, delivery, and price. The D&M manufacturing
team stands behind its customer goals and outcomes, and has more than 300
combined years of injection molding experience. D&M is a privately held
company, located in Burlington, Illinois just outside of Chicago. For more
information, visit on the web http://www.dmplastics.com, or call (847) 683-2054.
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